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North Carolina’s film incentive is a refundable tax credit; Eligible productions receive a 

check for the full value of their refund.

Eligible productions are required to file Intent to Film with the North Carolina Film Office 

prior to production.

Credit may not exceed $7.5M (~$30M in-state spend)

Eligible productions include film, television, direct-to-video/DVD features, episodic 

television series, television mini-series, theatrical, animation productions, and commercials.  

For purposes of this tax credit, an episodic TV series is considered one (1) production.

Spending for goods (fuel, food, airline tickets, etc) purchased or leased from an NC 

business is eligible for the tax credit if purchased in NC for an NC production.  On goods 

purchased for $25k or more, the amount included as a qualifying expense is the purchase 

price less the fair market value of the goods at the time of production is completed.

Receive a 25% tax credit in North Carolina on a       
minimum $250,000 in-state spend.
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The cost of production-related insurance qualifies. 

Compensation and wages paid to employees for services performed in NC on 

which withholding payments are remitted to the NC Department of Revenue are 

eligible for the tax credit regardless of whether paid to residents or non-residents.

Wages up to $1,000,000 will qualify

Loan-outs are required to pay 4% withholding on compensation.

Payments for per diem and fringe benefits are eligible to the extent they are 

included in the recipient’s taxable wages subject to withholding.

Incentive is extended to January 1, 2014. 

North Carolina must receive on-screen credit. 

North Carolina does not charge filmmakers for use of 

state-owned property. 

For an electronic version of this booklet visit the NC Film Office online: http://www.ncfilm.com/incentives-benefits.html
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Frequently Asked Questions about Tax 
Credits for Qualifying Expenses of a 
Production Company

What is the audit process?  What can the production 

company expect?

After receiving the completed Form NC-415, Tax Credit for 

Qualifying Expenses of a Production Company, the Department 

will contact the taxpayer to set up an audit appointment to 

review the taxpayer’s information.  An appointment letter is 

sent to the taxpayer confirming the date of the audit along 

with an Information Document Request (IDR) outlining the 

information needed to conduct the audit upon arrival.

Approximately when will the audit begin in relation to 

submitting the Form NC-415?

The Department will set up an audit appointment within three 

to four weeks after receiving the request for refund (Form NC-

1

Unless specifically noted, all references to the “Department” 

mean the North Carolina Department of Revenue.

2

415).  The audit will begin based on an agreed upon time by the 

taxpayer and the Department.

What are typical questions during the audit?

Typical questions and document requests include but are not 

limited to the following: 

 a. Power of Attorney (Form NC Gen. 58, Power of 

     Attorney and Declaration of Representative)

 b. A detailed explanation of the corporation’s business 

     activity in North Carolina, which includes all 

     locations and business functions of each location.

 c. Copies of W-2s and 1099s for all activities in 

     North Carolina.

3

 d. Detailed list of all people employed in NC with 

     respect to the production including social security 

     numbers for each employee.  This includes all 

     individuals who received a W-2 or 1099.

 e. Detailed list of all qualifying expenses for goods 

      leased or purchased in North Carolina, services 

     leased or provided in North Carolina, production-

     related insurance purchased in North Carolina 

     from an unrelated entity and qualifying expenses 

     spent for compensation and wages paid in 

     North Carolina. Total wages and compensation for 

     the entire production of the film are also requested.  

     Taxpayer must provide a copy of all receipts.

 f. Copy of the North Carolina and federal income tax 

     returns for the periods covering the expenses.

 g. Detailed description of the film and copy of the 

     production (rough-cut or finished copy “DVD”).

*All the above information is requested in an electronic format 

(excel) in order to expedite the audit.

What is the duration of a typical audit?

The duration of the audit depends on the volume of the 

documents to review (usually four or five days at the taxpayer’s 

office).  The Department will send the preliminary audit papers 

to the taxpayer to review within a couple of weeks of the office 

visit. (This is assuming all documentation is provided timely.)  

Knowing that production companies contract with payroll 

service companies, is the payroll service company required 

to withhold taxes on loan-out corporations?  Or is it the 

responsibility of the loan-out corporation to take care of its 

own taxes?

Withholding law requires the payroll company to withhold taxes 

on compensation paid to an out-of-state loan-out corporation 

unless the out-of-state loan-out corporation registers to do 

business in North Carolina.  However, to be eligible for the film 

credit, tax must be withheld on the payment to the loan-out 

for the compensation to be considered a qualified expense.  

The production company or the payroll company can do the 

withholding. (Also see #8)

4
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Money paid to payroll companies includes wages and 

fringes.  Wages on which North Carolina income tax has 

been withheld count as qualifying expenses.  What about 

fringes paid by the production company?  (fringes include 

FUI, SUI, FICA, SS, health insurance, retirement, union 

membership fees)

Fringes do not count as qualified expenses because tax has not 

been withheld and remitted on the fringes.

Is the production company’s ability to claim payments to 

loan-out corporations as qualifying expenses tied to the filing 

of the loan-out’s tax forms?  Or are the loan-out’s taxes an 

issue between the State and the loan-out?

Taxes must be withheld on the payments to a loan-out for a 

production company to claim them as qualifying expenses.  

The production company’s eligibility to claim the compensation 

in calculating the film credit is not contingent on the loan-out 

corporation filing a North Carolina Income tax return. (Also 

see #8)

Please explain the law changes from Session Law 2006-

162 (House Bill 1963).

Prior to this law change, compensation and wages were 

qualifying expenses for purposes of the film production credit 

only if the production company remitted withholding.  Pursuant 

to Article 4A, companies were required to withhold tax of 4% 

from payments in excess of $1500 to any nonresident entity 

unless that entity had obtained a North Carolina Certificate of 

Authority from the Secretary of State.  If a “loan out company” 

had obtained a North Carolina Certificate 

of Authority, the production company 

did not withhold tax from the 

payment.  As a result, the 

production company could 

not claim this as a qualifying 

expense.  To remedy this 

situation, Session Law 2006-162 

(House Bill 1963) was enacted 

so compensation and wages are 

qualifying expenses for purposes 

86
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of the film production credit if withholding payments are 

remitted, whether withheld on the payments by the production 

company to the loan-out company or withheld from the 

payments by the loan-out company to the actor.

Please explain the law changes from Session Law 2008-

107 (House Bill 2436).

Effective for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2008, 

the cost of insurance coverage purchased in this State by the 

production company for production-related activities would 

be considered a qualifying expense.  The insurance must be 

purchased from an unrelated entity to qualify.  In addition, 

for productions that have production credits, the taxpayer 

must acknowledges in the production credits both the North 

Carolina Film Office and the regional film office responsible 

for the geographic area in which the filming for the production 

occurred.

Please explain the law changes from Session Law 2009-

529 (Senate Bill 943).

9

Effective for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2010, 

a taxpayer may elect to take a credit against taxes equal 

to twenty-five percent (25%) of the production company’s 

qualifying expenses less the difference between the amount 

of tax paid on purchases subject to the tax imposed on mill 

machinery under G.S. 105-187.51 and the amount of sales or 

use tax that would have been due had the purchases been 

subject to the sales or use tax at the combined general rate.   

The taxpayer can elect to either claim the 15% credit without 

the sales or use tax reduction or the 25% with the sales or use 

tax reduction.  The election is binding and is made at the time 

the return is filed to claim the credit.

A fee of $1.5 million is paid to a loan-out corporation (in this 

case, the loan-out corporation is owned by someone working 

as a producer and an actor).  Of that amount, $1.2 million is 

for “acquiring the script” and “producing”, something that 

takes place in CA years prior to shooting the film).  The 

balance of the fee, $300,000 is for acting in the film in NC 

during the course of production.  Does the payment of $1.5 

10

million to the loan-out corporation qualify the loan-out as 

“a highly compensated individual” and therefore exclude 

the $300,000 payment from being considered as part of 

the qualifying expenses for the tax credit?  Remember, 

only $300,000 was earned in NC for services rendered 

during the filming in NC.  The other $1.2 million was earned 

previously in CA for services rendered in CA.

For tax years beginning prior to January 1, 2008, the payment 

of $1.5 million to the loan-out qualifies the loan-out as “a highly 

compensated individual” and therefore excludes the $300,000 

payment from being considered as part of the qualifying 

expenses for the tax credit.  For tax years beginning on or after 

January 1, 2008, only the amount of compensation in excess of 

one million dollars paid to a highly compensated individual does 

not qualify.  Since the amount earned in North Carolina is less 

than one million, the entire amount qualifies. 

To what kind of “companies” must payments be made 

to classify payments as “qualifying expenses”? (1) NC 

11
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corporations, (2) Companies that pay corporate taxes in 

NC, (3) Companies that have a physical presence in NC.  

(Examples:  Vehicle Rental Company based in Georgia that 

rents vehicles in NC.  If this company charges NC sales tax 

on rentals, does it qualify?  What if this company opens a 

“satellite office” in NC?)

Payments for goods must be made to persons with a physical 

location in North Carolina.  In the example, charging sales 

tax is not enough.  The production company must rent the 

vehicle from a North Carolina store.  Payments to persons for a 

service can be paid to an out-of-state person if the production 

company substantiates that the service was performed in North 

Carolina.  

Do payments to a NC Production Services Company qualify?  

(Example:  A production company needs a widget.  Widgets 

are not available in NC.  A NC Production Services Company 

is contracted to locate and purchase the widget in another 

state and then sell the widget at a mark-up to the production 

company.)

The payment to the NC Production Services Company qualifies.

Similar to question #12, can a production company form 

its own NC Production Services Company and utilize it to 

source and purchase goods that can not be found in NC?  

This avoids doing business with another entity and avoids a 

mark-up.

No.  This equates to a phony transaction by a business formed 

with no purpose but to circumvent the tax laws.  Conversely, if 

the affiliated production services company performs a service, 

charges fair compensation for the service, files a tax return and 

pays the income tax due, then the expense would qualify for the 

credit.

An out-of-state production company wishes to make a movie 

for $2.5 million dollars.  It contracts with a NC production 

company “to make the movie”.  The out-of-state company 

pays the NC Company $2.5 million for the movie.  Since 

the full $2.5 million was spent with a NC company, can the 

out-of-state company file for an incentive using the full $2.5 

million payment as a qualifying expense?

No.  The North Carolina company makes the movie.  Therefore, 

the North Carolina company qualifies for the credit.

Do payments to shipping companies count as qualifying 

expenses?  (FedEx, DHL, UPS?)  These companies obviously 

have facilities and employees in NC.

10 11
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Yes, to the extent that the service is obtained from a North 

Carolina location.  If goods are delivered into North Carolina 

from an out-of-state location, the shipping charge does not 

qualify.

An out-of-state caterer is brought to North Carolina to serve 

meals at a production site for twelve weeks.  The caterer’s 

employees are placed on the production company’s payroll.  

The production company rents the caterer’s mobile kitchen.  

The caterer then charges a per person /per meal price 

which covers the cost of supplies (food, dry goods, fuel, ice, 

etc.) and includes profit.  The caterer then spends money 

locally to purchase these supplies.  Do the meal prices paid 

to the out-of-state caterer count as qualifying expenses?  

Does the truck rental paid to the out-of-state caterer count 

as qualifying expenses?

The meal price paid to the out-of-state caterer for service 

performed in North Carolina qualifies if the production company 

substantiates that the services were performed in North 

17
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Carolina.  The truck rental from the out-of-state caterer does 

not qualify.

Is “NC Sales Tax” a qualified expense?

No.  It is not considered a good or service eligible for the tax 

credit. 

A production company films for six weeks in NC and then 

moves to SC and continues filming an additional four weeks.  

The “filming equipment” (lights, cable, generators, cameras, 

grip equip, etc.) is being rented from a company based in 

NC.  Can the production company receive a credit in NC for 

the equipment rental fees paid while working in SC?

No.  The credit is allowed only for the equipment rental fees 

paid while working in NC.

Related to #19 above, a production company is filming 

completely in SC.  However, it has rented all of its “filming 

equipment” (lights, cable, generators, cameras, grip equip, 

etc.) from NC since there are no vendors in SC.  Will NC 

give a credit against expenses in NC from an out-of-state 

production?

No.  The credit is allowed only for an in-state production.

Do items purchased on the internet (clothing – LL Bean, Gap, 

American Eagle, etc.) count as qualifying expenses?

Yes, to the extent the production company can substantiate that 

the items were acquired from a North Carolina location. 

Some production companies are part of larger companies 

that have their own in-house travel departments that 

purchase airline tickets with their corporate discounts.  If 

travel is booked on US Airways (for example, which has a 

huge North Carolina presence) by a larger company’s travel 

department located out of state for a film shooting in North 

Carolina, do those costs count as qualifying expenses?

No.  The travel has to be acquired from a North Carolina vendor 

to be considered a qualified expense.  

19
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If a company produces multiple productions in North 

Carolina in one year, does it file one corporate tax return and 

a separate form NC 415 for each production?   

Yes.

Do the amounts spent in North Carolina by a production 

company during the phases referred to within the film 

industry as “pre-production” and “post-production” count 

as qualified expenses?  “Pre-production” encompasses 

expenses incurred in connection with a production before 

actual filming begins.  “Post-production” encompasses 

expenses incurred in connection with a production after 

actual filming is concluded but does not include expenses 

related to distribution and marketing.

Yes.

23
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“§ 105-130.47. Credit for qualifying 
expenses of a production company.

(a) Definitions. – The following definitions apply in this section: 

        (1) Highly compensated individual. – An individual who 

 directly or indirectly receives compensation in excess 

 of one million dollars ($1,000,000) for personal 

 services with respect to a single production. An 

 individual receives compensation indirectly when a 

 production company pays a personal service company 

 or an employee leasing company that pays the 

 individual. 

       (2) Live sporting event. – A scheduled sporting 

 competition, game, or race that is not originated by 

 a production company, but originated solely by an 

 amateur, collegiate, or professional organization, 

 institution, or association for live or tape-delayed 

 television or satellite broadcast. A live sporting event 

 does not include commercial advertising, an episodic 

 television series, a television pilot, a music video, a 

 motion picture, or a documentary production in which 

 sporting events are presented through archived historical 

 footage or similar footage taken at least 30 days before it 

 is used. 

       (3) Production company. – Defined in G.S. 105-164.3. 

       (4) Qualifying expenses. – The sum of the following 

 amounts spent in this State by a production company 

 in connection with a production, less the amount in 

 excess of one million dollars ($1,000,000) paid to a 

 highly compensated individual: 

  a. Goods and services leased or purchased. 

      For goods with a purchase price of twenty-

      five thousand dollars ($25,000) or more, the 

      amount included in qualifying expenses is the 

      purchase price less the fair market value of 

      the good at the time the production 

      is completed. 

  b. Compensation and wages on which 

        withholding payments are remitted to the 

      Department of Revenue under Article 4A of 

      this Chapter. 

  c. The cost of production-related insurance 

      coverage obtained on the production. 

      Expenses for insurance coverage purchased 

      from a related member are not qualifying 

      expenses.

 (5) Related member. – Defined in G.S. 105-130.7A. 

(b) Credit. – A taxpayer that is a production company and has 

      qualifying expenses of at least two hundred fifty thousand 

      dollars ($250,000) with respect to a production is allowed 

      a credit against the taxes imposed by this Part equal to fifteen 

      percent (15%) of the production company’s qualifying 

      expenses. For the purposes of this section, in the case of an 

      episodic television series, an entire season of episodes is one 

      production. The credit is computed based on all of the 

      taxpayer’s qualifying expenses incurred with respect to the the 

      production, not just the qualifying expenses incurred during 

      the taxable year. 

Session Law 2009-529

SECTION 1. G.S. 105-130.47 reads as rewritten:

(b1) Alternative Credit. – In lieu of the credit allowed under 

      subsection (b) of this section, a taxpayer that is a production 

      company and has qualifying expenses of at least two hundred 

      fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) with respect to a production 

      may elect to take a credit against the taxes imposed by 

      this Part equal to twenty-five percent (25%) of the production 

      company’s qualifying expenses less the difference between 

      the amount of tax paid on purchases subject to the tax under 

      G.S. 105-187.51 and the amount of sales or use tax that 

      would have been due had the purchases been subject to the 

      sales or use tax at the combined general rate, as defined 

      in G.S. 105-164.3. The credit is computed based on all of 

      the taxpayer’s qualifying expenses incurred with respect to the 

      production, not just the qualifying expenses incurred during 

      the taxable year. The taxpayer shall elect whether to claim 

      the credit allowed under this subsection or the one allowed 

      under subsection (b) of this section at the time the taxpayer 

      files the return on which the credit is claimed. This election 

      is binding.



(c) Pass-Through Entity. – Notwithstanding the provisions 

      of G.S. 105-131.8 and G.S. 105-269.15, a pass-through 

      entity that qualifies for a credit provided in this section does 

      not distribute the credit among any of its owners. The pass-

      through entity is considered the taxpayer for purposes of 

      claiming a credit allowed by this section. If a return filed by a 

      pass-through entity indicates that the entity is paying tax on 

      behalf of the owners of the entity, a credit allowed under this 

      section does not affect the entity’s payment of tax on behalf of 

      its owners.

(d) Return. – A taxpayer may claim a credit allowed by this 

      section on a return filed for the taxable year in which the 

      production activities are completed. The return must state 

      the name of the production, a description of the production, 

      and a detailed accounting of the qualifying expenses with 

      respect to which a credit is claimed.

(e) Credit Refundable. – If a credit allowed by this section 

      exceeds the amount of tax imposed by this Part for the 

      taxable year reduced by the sum of all credits allowable, the 

      Secretary must refund the excess to the taxpayer. The 

      refundable excess is governed by the provisions governing a 

      refund of an overpayment by the taxpayer of the tax imposed 

      in this Part. In computing the amount of tax against which 

      multiple credits are allowed, nonrefundable credits are 

      subtracted before refundable credits.

SECTION 3. This act is effective for taxable years beginning on or 

after January 1, 2010, and applies to qualifying expenses occurring 

on or after that date.

(f) Limitations. – The amount of credit allowed under this 

      section with respect to a production that is a feature film 

      may not exceed seven million five hundred thousand dollars 

      ($7,500,000). No credit is allowed under this section for any 

      production that satisfies one of the following conditions: 

 (1) It is political advertising. 

 (2) It is a television production of a news program or live 

       sporting event. 

 (3) It contains material that is obscene, as defined in 

       G.S. 14-190.1. 

 (4) It is a radio production. 

(g) Substantiation. – A taxpayer allowed a credit under this section 

      must maintain and make available for inspection any 

      information or records required by the Secretary of Revenue. 

      The taxpayer has the burden of proving eligibility for a credit 

      and the amount of the credit. The Secretary may consult with 

      the North Carolina Film Office of the Department of Commerce 

      and the regional film commissions in order to determine the 

      amount of qualifying expenses. 

(h) Report. – The Department of Revenue must publish by May 1 

      of each year the following information, itemized by taxpayer 

      for the 12-month period ending the preceding December 31: 

 (1) The location of sites used in a production for which a 

       credit was claimed. 

 (2) The qualifying expenses for which a credit was 

       claimed, classified by whether the expenses were for 

             goods, services, or compensation paid by the 

       production company. 

 (3) The number of people employed in the State with 

       respect to credits claimed. 

 (4) The total cost to the General Fund of the 

       credits claimed. 

(i) Repealed by Session Laws 2006-220, s. 2, effective for taxable 

     years beginning on or after January 1, 2007. 

(j) NC Film Office. – To claim a credit under this section, a 

     taxpayer must notify the Division of Tourism, Film, and Sports 

     Development in the Department of Commerce of the taxpayer’s 

     intent to claim the production tax credit. The notification must 

     include the title of the production, the name of the production 

     company, a financial contact for the production company, the 

     proposed dates on which the production company plans to 

     begin filming the production, and any other information 

     required by the Division. For productions that have production 

     credits, a taxpayer claiming a credit under this section must 

     acknowledge in the production credits both the North Carolina 

     Film Office and the regional film office responsible for the 

     geographic area in which the filming of the 

     production occurred. 

(k) Sunset. – This section is repealed for qualifying expenses 

      occurring on or after January 1, 2014.
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5,000 copies of this public document were printed at a total cost of $2,638 or $0.52 each.

Aaron Syrett, Director
919.733.9900   |   aaron@ncfilm.com   |   ncfilm.com

North Carolina Film Office
301 N. Wilmington Street   |   Raleigh, NC  27601   USA


